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HILE we have ever been wont to make our
monthly preamble a sort of heart-to-heart
talk with our readers, this is one time
when we want to take you deep into our
confidence. During the five troublous
years that we have been writing Jim Jam
J ems, our preambles have reflected many
moods. For it is here-in the preamblethat we have given vent to our feelings.
It has been our playground, a sort of mental gymnasium where we "work-out" before settling down
to the task of telling the truth in hard knocks. Sometimes
---.6-
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it has been a me1'.e ramble throu_gh memory's.fragrant fields.
Sometimes we have encountered roses-and sometimes only
thorns. But always we have endeavored to breathe into out·
preamble a touch of friendly personality that would tend to
bring the reader to us in a feeting·of comradeship-a sort of
understanding between reader and writer-a common ground
of fellowship and mutual interest. But tonight, as we squared ·
away to indite this first preamble of a new year we had a
feeling akin to that of commencing ·a 1etter to a near and
dear friend-one to whom we could lay bare our very soul
and know that we would be understood. And thus it is that
we say we are going to take you deep into our confidence in
this preamble and write of that Which is nearest and dearest
to our heart-a sentiment "sweet as the smile when fond
lovers meet, and soft as their parting tear."
In an interview with a Chicago newspaper recently, ~
quoted that wise old saying: "Love is akin to seasickness,
everybody laughs at it but those afflicted." Old Solomon in
his most reflective mood, never uttered a more striking truth,
paradoxical as it may be to that other time-honored saying:
"All the world loves a lover." Whether this last is true or ·
not, we have no hesitancy in saying that a lover loves all the
world. There's room in his heart for every acre of its sunny
soil, for every hill-top upon which the morning breaks, .for
every vale that cradles the evening shadows and for every
_stream that. laughs back the image of the sun.
This may sound a bit strange to.the readers of Jim Jam~
Jems who have known its editor to be a "confirmed old bach1
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elor." And before we preamble further let us set you right.
Jiip. Jam Junior is no longer a bachelor. Our way has been
lighted by the mystic :fires from Hymen's torch. The little
blind god has driven his barbed arrow deep into our heart,
and only last month we uttered those solemn vows to love,
honor and protect the woman of our choice--"until death
doth us part."
Thus do we come to you at the beginning of the New Year
1917 in a new role-that of a benedict. And we feel that the
common gvound of understanding-the personal touch of
fellowship between reader and writer-that has resulted
from our monthly preambles, would be violated did we not
take you into our confidence and say just a word about the
woman who has come into our life-who has become a part
of us-to share our joys and our sorrows-to walk. by our
side throughout life's journey-to share our lot whether it
·be fortune or misfortune-to meet success with a sigh, and
defeat with a smile. ·
In the hand-to-hand conflict with the world, we haven't
any particular regrets. Just a little more than ten years ago
we left college and setour face to the wesf with a firm determina1tion to win. Trials we have had and tribulations sore.
We followed the Siren of Fortune-followed feverishly while
she· beckoned. Foi- a time we practiced law, edited newspapers and played politics. Then five years ago we startled
our friends by the announcement that we were through with
sham and hypocrisy-that henceforth we would throw
"policy" to the winds-and with that announcementJim Jam
-7-
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Jems was born.. We christened it "A Volley Of Truth" and}
as such it has found its way from the North Dakota fron,
tier to the furthermost ends of the continent; it has permeated the social and business life of every great city in America
and has found a ready welcome i'n the smallest hamlet and
bailiwick. Through this little medium we have acquired a
varied and extensive experience, and a reputation that is
perhaps unenviable. Yet this post-graduate course in the
school of hard-k;nocks and active experience as a man among
men has taught us the value of friendship, the true measure
of a man, and the worth of honest manhood and womanhood.
We have seen much of life; we have strayed to the four
corners of the globe in our sear.ch for truth. We have followed the beaten paths-the highways and byways. We have
played society from the Bowery to Fifth Avenue, from Barbary Coast to Palm Beach. And always· our friends have
asked us: "Why don't you marry? Haven't you found the
right girl? . Have you seen so much of life that you have
become a woman-hater? You are a confirmed bachelor, aren't
you?" and a lot of other questions that we have never attempted to answer. But now we will answer all of them.
First of all, there is no such thing as a confirmed bachelor.
The "good book," with its usual stubborn accuracy, has said:
"It is not good for a man to be alone." And the normal
man does not live who will question the wisdom of the Bible
in this particular. Were it not for the law of the land, the
average man would be a King David or a Solomon or a
-8-
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Brigham Young. The "confirmed bachelor" is a myth. The
. normal boy h_as his youthful sweetheart before he commences ·to think of ,long trousers. The high-school lad pommades his hair and ~es things for his breath. And we
care not to what towering heights of success or to what
depths of despair a man may rise or fall-we say that always,
always in the background, shadowy, indistinct perhaps, is the
face of a sweetheart-an ideal-a woman-the woman he
hopes some day to woo and win-the woman who will some
day become his wife.
And we are not different from other. men when we say
that always-throughout the years of struggle through college, and later the more mature years of dogged determination to win our way in the world-always she was there--'the girl who would one day be a sweet reality. We never
could quite determine her features. We could hear her laughter in the ripple of running water; sometimes in the glint
of a sunbeam we would fancy we saw the shimmer of her
hair ; and often in the evening when the cooling mists we;re
creeping 'round the empurpled hills we could feel her presence· in the gathering shadows. Dreams! Dreams! Ah,
what a golden heritage those dreams are! They belong to the
hours that man spends with self. They fill the heart with
fierce flames of endeavor. They ease the aches of defeat and
spur the pilgrim on in the mad struggle of the survival of
the fittest. And always in those dreams, like a friendly cloud
that softens the sun-rays, the shadowy form of a woman hovers. The day·dreamer closes his eyes-for the eyes see sweet-
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est pictures when they're shut-and he just goes on dreaming}~
the happy hours away.
Then one day she comes; the fairy form of the girl ste:ps
forth as from your dream picture; she is real ; the haze that
has obscured her featur~s suddenly lifts; for the first time
you are sure of the color of her hair, of her eyes,. You feel
the thrilling touch of her fingers, her merry laughter charms
you.
And this is the way she. came to us. It wasn't on the
promenade-deck of a gaily bedecked yacht; it wasn't in the
drawing-room of a country home where the idle-rich gather
for the week-end; it wasn't a sudden meeting in front of a
rare old print at the art-gallery. It was out here on the
prairies of North Dakota where sunshine and health and
happiness abound, where the rugged handclasp of man to
man need not be under seal with witnesses and where womanhood means honor and purity and fidelity. She was just a
simple country maiden-pretty and sweet. The sunshine of
the west shone from her eyes and the freedom of the prairies
echoed her laughter. We wooed and won her for our wife.
Tonight, we look back over the years with a sigh. Those
years of bachelorhood with their dreams whisper a sacred
benediction and we are 11.appy in their realization-for the
girl bas stepped into b@ini like the fabled Galatea and as we
hold her close to· our heart we smile at the poor devil who
tries to kid himself into thinking he is one of those mythical
thin.gs-:-a "confirmed bachelor."
JIM JAM JUNIOR.
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P. S. We pushed back from the typewriter after finishing this preamble with an air of contentment and satisfac-tion; the song of Hiawatha was in our heart. as we lighted
our pipe and elevated our feet to the desk. We fancied we ·
could hear the dyin~ not.e of a mocking-bird trilling a last
goodnight to its mate-when of a sudden our wife appeared
in the doorway of our den, enroute from the bath-room to our
sanitary boudoir with its twin beds. Her regular hair was
braided tight and her faee glistened with cold cream and she
informed us in anything but a musical voice that she had set
.the alarm for 7 o'clock as ''You are going Christmas shopping with me early tomorrow. I have my Christmas list all
made out. There are so many we must remember; why there
are forty-seven right at home to say nothing of sister's people
in Canada. It's now one o'clock and that typewriter disturbs
me. Where is your razor, I must trim my corns. I just
know my feet will kill me tomorrow chasing through those·
crowded stores. Go to bed and let your .old book go until
Sunday. One day ought to be enough to write two or three
issues." And as she vanished from the· doorway, w:e walked
over to her best hat, plucked a nice long Paradise fe~ther
to clean our pipe-stem, took ·several long,, cooling drags of
Bull Durham smoke, Bat down to the· typewriter and wrote~
this just to prove that instead of being ready for bed we have
suddenly awoke to the fact that married life isn't one glad,
sweet song by several damnsights. And incidentally this
postscript may indicate to o_ur old friends that. a month of
married life hasn't entirely reformed us.
1

-11-
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THE END OF THE LIMIT
UST why God Almighty i~ his infinite justice
hasn't hurled a greased thunderbolt at Professor W. Franklyn Jones and caused his
dirty carcass to shrivel up like a caterpillar
on a bed of hot coals, is Myond our comprehension. Professor Jones is a little physic
connected with the Department of Education of the University of South Dakota and
is apparently BO thoroughly saturated with
perversion that'he has prostituted the confidence and trust that naturally attends a position of that
nature to the extent that his principal business the past few
years has been the examination of the,sexual organs of girls
and young women students at the state institutions--principally in public schools, in State Normals and the University.
-12-
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We have Prof. Jones' own statement for it that he has made
thousands of such examinations mostly upon young women,
and worse yet-now that his vile practice has come to public
notice-the whelp ·openly defends his act with the statement
that he believes su~ examinations are within the scope of the
duties of an educator:
Prof. Jones is not a doctor; he is not a licensed physician
and has never even &tudied medicine. Yet he has the audacity
to set himself up as an expert on the organs of sex and intimates that by taking. a squint at the genitals he can tell
whether a young woman is going to be proficient in Latin or
not.
Professor Jones reminds us of a skunk lecturing. on sweet
incense. Any man, ;with a grain of self-respect in: his makeup,
would hide his face in shame if caught in any such damnable
practice as this man Jones has been guilty of. It is bad .
enough when necessity demands that a duly licensed practi'C·
ing physician examine the private person of a young woman,.
but when a pestiferous little pedagogue insists that such examinations are a part of his duty as a state educator, the end
of the limit has been reached.
And God help the educa~ional fabric of South Dakota unless the fathers and mothers of our sister state take matters
into their own hands and make a thorough housecleaning.
For when Doctor J. G. Parsons, of Sioux Falls, who is evidently a conscientious practicing physician, appeared before
the "School Hygiene Association" at a meeting of the South
Dakota Teachers' Association a few days ago and protested
-13-
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against Prof. Jones' practice -Of examining the sexual organs
of school girls, he was promptly sat down on and eighty per
cent of the teachers belonging to ,this "School of Hygiene"
within the State Teachers' Association voted to uphold Professor Jones in his nasty work. They even passed a resolution
endorsing Doctor Jones in whatthey termed his "educational
clinic" and wound up by electing' Jones president of the
"School of Hygiene." When the matter was under discussion
one woman teacher went so far in approving of Jones' physical
examinations of school girls that she admitted having taken·
her own daughter to the pedagogue for an examination of the
sexual organs!
The Daily Republican, published at Mitchell, South Dakota, is to be commended for the publicity it has given to this
matter, and the following editorial com:rl!lent by the Republican editor is strictly to the point:
"The Republican has performed the rather disagreeable
task of presenting to its readers the issu~ between Dr. Parsons
of Sioux Falls, and Prof. Jones of the state university, as to
physical examinations of students in public schools and
normals, because it was believed to be the duty of some newspaper to make. clear to the public what has been going on in
this state.
"It appears that Prof. Jones regards it as a proper part of
· the work of education that he should make the most intimate
examination of the persons of girls and young women at
public schools and normals.
"It appears further from Prof. Jones' own statement at the
-14-
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Watertown meeting that he has made thousands of 'sexual
examinations.'
"The Republican confesses that it is almost incredible that
practises of this sort have been going on. It is still more
incredible that Prof. Jones' work in physical examinations
should be endorsed by a group of teachers in a sectional meeting at Watertown. If it is the conviction of the teachers' organization, or any part of it, that such liberties with the persons of girls and youngiwomen can properly be taken by men
who are not physicians and whose license is their vocation
as teachers, then it_is'lndeed time that the whole matter be
presented to the bar of p11blic opinion for a verdict. For the
schools· belong neither to the pupils nor to the teachers, however devoted they may be, but to the tax-payers, the fathers
and mothers.
"The Republican has asked a number of men prominent in
the educational field to give to this paper an expression of
opinion concerning Prof. Jones' activities. It does not wish
to allow the endorsement given his work by the Watertown
meeting to stand as representative of the convictions of the
educators of the state. This paper has also most earnestly requested Prof. Jones to make a statement, for it certainly
wishes to give him full opportunity to explain and justify his
course if he can do so.
'
"As for itself, The Republican can only repeat that the
practice of Prof. Jones'. theories is simply appalling. This
paper cannot understand how any man acting in a professional capacity could ever think .of such a thing as violating the
-li-
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sanctity of the persons of the -girls or young women who are,
for the time being, at least, the wards of public schools.
''As Dr. Parsons says,- the precedent established by Prof.
Jones is more to be deplored than even th~ offensiveness of his
own personal operations. If any man who qualifies in his own
mind as an educator is to be privileged to go over the bodies
of his girl pupils, where is it to end?
"If it is to be a legitimate part of the educational work of
the man teacher to conduct sexual examinations on the per- ·
sons of his pupils, at what particular stage in his professional
advancement does he. become qualified to begin such operations?"
Just as there are depths in the ocean to which the plummet
will not descend, and sentiments in the heart sometimes that
the tongue cannot express, so there are subjects which
come to the writer's notice at times that defy description, and
it seems impossible to find words of sufficient meaning and expression to do justice to the subject. This fellow Jones is·
the most unclean scoundrel we have ever heard of, and we
will admit that for once our vocabulary is sorely lacking in
words that would begin to express our contempt for him.
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ADAM'S ·FIRST WIFE
HE golden harp has been stilled! Hushed
is the loud hosannah ! The stertorous sob
has taken the place of the hallelujah in
the Garden of Eden ! :Michael is wearing
his wings at half-mast and poor Gabriel
will pI'obably never utter the much vaunted
toot on his trombone.
Tl;te last precinct has been heard from
in the · Garden of Eden and old Adam,
known as one of our first citizens, has run
very far ahead of his ticket. If he had been running today
he would probably have had ·Ferdinand Pinney Earle, the
justly famed collector of wives, as his running mate.
For old Adam was-pardon the division_::a-dam good collector. Already it' has b~come known that he .had another
wife before he yanked the fifth rib out of juxtaposition and
· -17-
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whittled it into the New Wo:nian: 'Xlte pages of history are .
by the revelation thatir~ight yet develop that
·· · {>Hi Adam was the Brigham Young .:Of -¥is day.
The news comes zipping from lt~b~t> P, Dow, editor of
the Brooklyn Entomological Soclety:BnU~tins. Just because
entomology is the science of bugsi,fi~~~ign that Professor
Dow is a--well, anyway, he rev-ea:I:~ · .,· secret of Adam's
past life in a paper entitled: _"The~·
'· '~rpgeny of Adam 1s
First Wife:"
·
,{:
'l'here are many simple souls to(f
· t> believe that when
Adam and Eve were doing their ·· ·
· ic fox trots in the
celebrated garden, Adam was ixs:s
as the fig leaf that
stood between Eve and the Gard~
Societies. Adam
was .a he-virgin to all of ·u~b((t,f J•ot; !Jow· says he had a
past. The first wife was named:laiitJr;: .Now ·that we know
Adam's past it is not beyond the-:bbQ_nij.s.·of reason to believe
that her real name was LHy but·that Adaril. came home one
night fr:om the clnb\f.ullof wild g1iapes
ineeo-ing the first
Mrs. Adam under a rose bush, gurgled/incoherently:
"Lilith, thish is your little Ada1llsh. Whee! Lesh have·.
another bottle!"
·. · ·
·
And thus she became known as,Lilith. ·
Prof. Dow says that in Germany peo:ple are much more
familiar: with Lilith, the first wife.· .:Sh¢-: 'is :first mentioned
· i:n early ·Jewish literature-about 100 ':A:, D. or about the
time: Bryan began running for Presi,deD;t, She had blue
;eyes and came from somewhere in th~::far North .
. ., She marrie,d Adam but she didn't.
J>,im any children.

> ..,o gummed
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But· Adam ·need not 'be blamed for. that. It must be
remembered. tha2 the·iqrld was young and per·haps Adam
didn't know just wh~t>to do.
. . ·
Later it seems tnafr'.tlilith tired of the childless existence
.and secured the eqnif~e~t. to a divorce of that.day and
married a rich Phoe~-¢':lan by the name of Beelzebub who
had been ,snooping/~~t the garden seeing. wh~t he could
find underneath the ~M}leaves. For, as you knQw; Beelzebub was somewhatJ1f~l:de'V1l in his day.
Adain, according .b.t/Prof. Dow, had many friends who
were very mucli iucej,s~. that Lilith should 1litteth away.
But her course seetp~Justified1 for she and Beezy hadn't
been married no tiiji:e'.nlitil. they began to have a 1lock of
little Reelzebubs, a11.4 ifso incensed the neighbors that they
named each melll~er ~fthe brood "zebubs," orwasps,. and
the second generation with accumulated vindictiveness was
haHed as "succobees( ·oi- she-devils.·•.• ·.
. .... .
Throughout- al( subseqwmt Jewish mythology constant
. reference. is fonnd to Lilith, "the mother of insects." . If
she invented some -insects well 'known to the more or less
human race it.is no.wonder inde~d that Adam had to scratch
· for a living.
·
. ··
'
·
But the fact that Adam had a past is not the most stunning ·revelation that Professor Dow makes. The le~rned
gentleman informs usthat Eve was a coo:o ! She had Ethiop
blood in her veins, We simple folk who have always imag~
. ined Eve a beautiful blond, flitting about the Garden witb . . .·
. her wavy tresses floatin~ in the breeze, will find it 'hard to .. ·c'
-19-,
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accustom ourselves to th~ fact that she played a banjo
instead of a harp, that it was a watermelon. patch in.stead of
an apple-tree where the. forbidden fruit
located, that
her hair was kinky instead of wavy and that her fig-leaf
apron was made from autumn leaveg...;..with all the colors
of the rainbow. · And Cain and A.bel were mulattoes.
As a "bug" scientist, Professor Dow fills the bill.

was
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otf'.Cftn't smothe~ mother-love by law. It
;f.taf))~n tried and it always fails-and
. lij\V"~s will fail. Sometimes you _can
-~'ther humanity beneath the judicial
-~W,1ne, bqt not always._ ~s the lawyers
~Yi}flVen<>te an exception," the exception
l)eing\Judge Wadhams of New York.
-~ttit-e him stood Mrs. Rebecca Schnur,
moth~- of-slx. small _children, with one tugging ~t her barren breast. She had stolen
in order to feed theµi. She had done it once before, too.
Twice her mot~ iQm:nct had overcome her fear of the law.
The bare. unad.ol'.lle4 _facts make a man's blood sizzle at
the idiocy of so:rµe of this half-baked legislation foisted on
a suffering country. -- .' .
_
\
The living father· of the Schnur family was not a criminal,
.

-21-
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but he had collided with a section .of peculiarly idiotic legislation. He had been guilty of a misfortune, not of a crime.
· As a garment maker he bad contracted tuberculosis, and
the law forbade him to work at his trad€ upon the theory
that if he continued to work;, he might, spread the diesase.
So far so good! But there· the law stopped. T-hat was four
years ago. More children came. But..tbe father was legally
debarred from supporting them.~ ''l'he ·law amputated his
livelihood and there it left him atidJHa family, helpless. It
did not segregate Mr. Schnur. It' di1,J; not prevent his producing more children. It made no provision for their support. It merely precipitated the 'Schnur family into an
abyss of utter poverty and there it left them with a very
reasonable certainty of increas,~'. · In other words, Mr.
Schnur and his family were ind.\lstrially annihilated and so
left. Perhaps he didn't have tuberculosis, or if he had it,,
p~rlmps )le failed to. comply with the e~ected mortality
tables. But anyway, he has lived four years and has begat
offspring.
Birth Control had not shed its beams up«;>n the Schnur
family. But the judge remarked: "We have not only no
birth regulation in such cases but, if information is given
with respect to birth regulation, people are brought to the
bar of justice for it. There is a law they violate."
Obviously Mrs. Schnur, working ,at odd jobs and incidentally bearing more children, could not support her industrially annihilated husband, herself and six children. So she
stole, preferring tlieft to the starvation of her loved ones.
·

-22-
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The judge, pro1ip.en~Uy human and -humane, refused to
impriso:n Mrs. SchBU~. Perhaps he thought the law· in its
majesty ·had ·done ~li'tti;gh' to the Schnur family.
· Of course these ~ent children WQuld suffer, of course
other children wo~f~ born, and of· course Mrs. Schnur · .
would steal for th
· ore she would watch them.starve to
death! So would
... )
.
The law in its wi:~. segrega~d Mr. Schnur fromindus·
trial but not fJODl,,.ative activities. Be couldn't.-make
garments, the onl
· he industrially knew, .for fear of
spreading disease,
,could and did create more childien
-probably tuberc ·
well as pauperized.
'!'his condition
> is abhorrent and barbaric. When
the 1a destroyediJf ,•c!chnur's means. or uveuhood; it should
have done two th:~.1,f,lll,ore. It should have ·segregated Mr..
Schnur, thereby ,,~~:µting his. further· paternity, and it
should have maM:,~)~~d·and-bu'tter provision for the innocent, helpless a11~--~~~ing children.
:
. We have too·
these half-way. destructive laws.
When the law .Jindet~Js . to remedy a condition it should be
·constructive; i,t sho~HftJ~truthlessly amp~tate the limbs of
. livelihood and then'lea:y:e,j;'{:ie innocent to industrially bleed
to death. . . · , .,\
·
This law. is in~o~p}efely barbarous: It invites two disasters, more tuber.e,µ~•r ehildren and more pauperization, to
say nothing of p~J.d~ theft.
·
·
In declining t<>J~l\Mrs: Schnur-poor, harried, despairing woman-the jn~~:''took occasion to .say : "I believe w_e

w

ot .

~n.l/:of
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are living in an age of ignoranc~ which 3:t some future time
will be looked upon aghast as we look .back on conditions
which we should not permit to exist.'' ·
We often wonder whether some of these half-baked laws
do not accomplish more harm than good. This law, well
meant doubtless, was intended to .· prevent the spread of
tuber~ulosis. Its real result in the S~hnur family was to
produce tubercular children, dire poverty an.d· theft. But
Mrs. Schnur wasn't jailed, the innocent children were not
deprived of their mother.
.
A wise judge looked beyond the letter of the law. He .saw
the Schnur family enmeshed in a milze of "reform legislation" whose first step plunged them into pauperism and left
them. He saw "Birth Control" needed but illegal, and even
' the information. of it illegal. He saw an industrial atom,
Mr. Schnur, industrially destroyed but. no provision made
for him after his industrial slaughter. Re saw innocent
children, born and unbol'll, led into pauperism. Re saw a
most ur~ent invitation to repeated theft... He did what he
could and all he could. He left Mrs. Schnur free to struggle
on and he expressed his abhorrence of such legally imposed
c.onditions. In all of which we join him.
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.WAS ,giG OTTO MAD.
NJIER ALL?
~> ·\\;)-:t '.,;.
H~;,~d· King of Bavaria has passed from
~~l view! Long live the . King! And
~eath of King Otto, Europe loses an-.
,of,~e,l";Of her famous-or infamO.US'"'"--"mad
... J{i~gs.;'~> .For King Otto .was. not the only
r?itt.1l~atic who has graced an European
·<· tijt~~i '~t us see just how. mad .he was,
Otto was King. of Bava. ria, th<,~gJ{he did not know it. His senses
were steeped in the "ltlackj1ight" before Louis II sought and
found death. . IIowever, his subjects liave been spared the
terrible spectacle>o( ~ g a madman in the purple, of seeing their cruwn ove~:iop a brain irretrievably diseased.
The lustfulness.Qf l.nng Otto is well known; but all kings
inherit this trait.·.. In order to satisfy this weakness a large

m.t~

F~~1t~Ive ytmrs,
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n'.rtlJl°Der of handsome but physicallf powerful women were
eµgaged to keep him company. One a~r.another they impersonated theQueen of Sheba, Helen of-1i!rpy; Queen Dido, Mary
. Queen of Scots and Empress Josep)iij~t2·.A.s the years went
on, however, his imbecility and viol~~f~~me so advanced
that it was
impo8sible
to employ this:
· ·· ·of amusing him.
.
.
.
.
';,,
What is insanity anyhow? There
'.: in Weimar who
also is regarded as a lunatk now~ ,
te are thousands
who pay homage to.his propaganaa'.
dshed. This man
was the son of a preacher and · · '
'liighest glaciers of
thought. He lifted his head above
·:mon thought of his
day. But he never knew what it\
be .famous. Toda.y
many praise him as a geni"D;S, · 'l{'' f
'clrich Nietsche is a
mental wreck and unaware o!:c'ti~L'tame that is now his.
Neurol~gists tell U@ th~t;nioit'hisari.itY c~n be hiddenprobably because most pat~ent.s ~an hide it trom them. But
it is nevertheless true thatiHs hai-d to teUwhe~ sanity leaves
off and insanity begins..
. .
. ;, . ~·
We may callKing Otto mad because bel:utbbled in the dark
like a child crying for the light. But
his reign
had nothing .
.
'· .'
.to do with bigamy, incest, uxoricic}~ an,d .adultery as bas
·' graced the reign of the so-called sane··tpi~ . .Go back over the
h:i,story of Henry. VIII and the sainted':l3}dward VI, or Good
Q11een Bess. What do ~e :find? , Wh,$: di(} Luther say of
Henry VIH? He described him:·as,"a.~&i:aµass, a dunghill,
; cthe spawn of all adder, a basilisk, a lyijj:g,'~titfoori, a mad fool .
· .with a trothy'mouth." Luther mightha.y~]>een insane but h~
//

.
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could tell an eagle from a buzzard if the wind was blowing
·his way.
> _·.
·· .
.· . ' .
·
. Ki:ugs of royal b~JiJmve always; pandered to their most
la~ivious pass.ions._. ~~rpalaces are·eontinuaUy turned into ·
ignominious dens otlli~ where bestiaL abnormalities of all
kinds are given the~~play. This is also,true of queens.
Many of them even. · ·' • day have assigned to their favorite
· paramours a bedrou
cent to their own and have 'shown
themselves call()u · _
ery sense of shame.
When Otto of B
succumbed to· the.mental miasma
there was more to·
ber him by than most· of his fell ow
kings who are ·
. t now. He never did any harm.
He never had the·•
··: w bec.ome a scourge to his people.
He never perfor
iiccursed infamies of the other mad
monarchs from
iacal Roman Imperators to Russia's
Paul and Engla
••> rge. i;Ie was never a ~u~ to his
-country-un~iire __ .•.·.. ·__._·.,tibigs, whose presence ·h.a.s b~ a twofold greater cur,e.::~Ji1?a1Lthe _plagues of. ijgypt..
· If you had visi\~King ten mollths ago you would
ha.ve found );liprp~ . .. ··:•t,eeped to his neck in intrigue,
·which wouldftn<l in'tl\e..~~.ter of tens ~f thousands of innocents. _ Vi~tirig tli;e X'~J;:li:ing Otto ·at the same time you
would 'have . ,foun<;l Jµni in ais garden, perhaps; He would
have been - -repea.9*g ·. ~ertain cadences, or singing airs
from certain Ol)ef~.. /J;Iis tunes might have ranged from the
songs of the vauq-ejil~:-t')f his day to the chansons of Offen.bach or the sweetnteltiaiesofLortzing
and Strauss-airs that
. . ·,1
0

V: ~n
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· we:re popular ·wh~n he ~as young 'a.n.d.tkshing an,i his m,ind
.keen.
,.
. ~•. ·..· ·
·.
· , The Mad King Otto sank to the low~J1'1>ths of .animalism,
itis true. But how.much lower can ~~k than our present flock· of mon,arehs? Butchering ~'\l;~;a~ beings is their
daily order. Not a. hair of one head ~t~U'ched or harmed
,bY any order 'from King Otto.
.. :) \ ""' · ·
They call King Otto mad! Yet h.
·~nt a bunch of
fresh young boys into the mouths<>(
to be made into
mince meat. He never ordered
shot, or ground
the proletariat under his heels. -~,j~~ver .got entangled
in any royal scandals such as ,are :ii·~ and parcel of the
lives of most kings. In fact, ~e '.:f.ffid .Jµng Otto, in our
-opinion, was one of the best k1~~u~ptf has had for many

hia.

· :. > ··

a day.

.. ·

·· .

-

How much better it wouJc:l be today• if a. lot of other kings
were· banished from pubJ.ie vie'\\* as. the Mad King Otto was.
Otto was of the common type of all kings~ ije spr;ang from
the same sort bf loins, an:d there is no reason to believe that
he was any more mad than the rest of them; . The only difference is that his madn~ was not hidd,en, .Fate was merely
Jess gracious to poor Otto than it is to the present-day kings.
·His paranoia was always in evidence; while the royal lunatics
wh~ .are not wetting down battlefields. with blood and dotting
the seas with · sinking ships, with seream.ing, dying men,
woJ)len .and childr~~' are able to go bl~dly on, while their
subjects, delnded as they are, applaud. · ·
· It was. a sorry spectacle to see Otto ..fall~g
upon his food
.
,

I•
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with mouth and :fingers, anq. rolling about his gilded rooms,
kic]µng up his heels.a#ddroolingin an idiotic fashion. But
how much more patb.U<! it is to ·see our present crop of kings,
mad with the lust for~wer,·extermihating the race.
The present kingll~je been nurtured from. birth
the
fruits of robbery an~.~milk of per:tidy. Upon their unclean
thrones thousa,nds .ot.:Jimnans are being sacrificed. The best
and bravest of En ·· · · children, little boys and girls, have
been passing throug . · ...·......• 1and shell to horrible deaths, to glut
the pitiless maw of ~Jb,odern Moloch, King George.. The
monarchs of today hiJ~(already built a Frankenstein. which
is destroying them,' t( ..·. .
.
'.
'
King Otto madfflt'is to laugh. He. may have crawled
about on his handi~Jtneesin his royal palace like a baby,
, but he was not, Ull:tfl:tenry VIII, wedded with his daughter.
It would be bet~{t9r the world, perhaps, if all kings were
afflicted with the~~:type of insanity that afflicted the mad.
king. There was S<>1nethl.ng sweet about King Otto, after all.
He loved much. ~~•,'1hemory of ..the singing of the famous
Jenny Lind alwayifin$pire<lhim. He nevet forgot. Tucked
away in his clouded,.~e, was a place for a touch of the
spiritual.
· ... . . .· > ...
..
.
·
Today;:King Qtto sleeps. U may be that in that other
!lphere to which.hehasg<>n.ethe~ind-cloud has dissolved. In
his youth he was tender and true. Perhaps he now looks down
_upon the awful ca111.agecof the battlefields of Europe and sees
things as they~ are. One can almost imagine. him smiling
to himself as he contemp1ates: "And so they called me mad!"
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A PEERLESS PO~~ACKER
,;-

~",;•1\ .. -

•

-

.

;.r'"'!{:f

··.~·\{f>)'·
ITHOUT pay or: ~~tf~iwauld like to modestly advertise -1)'.;pllehomenally peerless
. pork-packer. W~";refer to- the Oongres.sional~variety. •. -life is pretty HraW" but hiS
raw . m3terial costs him nothing. 'Mr.
Jan;tes. Jiay, -of Madison, Virginia, repre-sents ·( or perhaps it is. a IJiisnomer, per:
haps he really-misrepl'esen.ts) the Seventh
Congressional District .of the -~'Old Do- ·
minion". That State,OJi.ce produced statesm~n of a different i::itripe, such as Washington, Jefferson and
Madison.
·
- -·- · .
. As. Chairman of the
House
Oommittee,:pn.Military
Affairs,
.
.
.
_ Mr. Hay fathered a rotte11 Army Reorganization Bill. It
was to rotten that Secretary of War Garrison and Assistant
~ecretary Breckenridge resigned as their pr_otest against it.

w

'

(
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. But the particular piece of political pr·estidigitation which
challenges our· admirf,lt!on of Mr. H_ay as a packer of "raw"
Congressional pork ·tends, "Provided further, that of the
vacancies created 'in. the Judge Advocate General's Department by this act, ~pe:1J'uch .vacancy, not below the grade of
major, shall be· fi.Bt@}by the :ippbintment of a· person from
. civil life, not less thaJi,,forty-:five nor more than fifty years of
age, who shall haveJ>#~,f<>r ten years a judge e.f the Supreme
Court. of the Philippi.lit{Islands, ~hall have served for two
years as a Captainci#the Regular or Vol.unte<r.r Army, and
shall be proficient lnJ;~~Spanish language and laws:"
. There is just on~,~Ji_~an being in this. world who can fill
the conditions of tb:if~ill! . His na,me is Carson, and lrn lives
in Mr. Hay's distrj,etr-01:"private preserve, or bailiwick, in the
"Old Dominion". /.l'Ji:1$. "job" is riveted to Mr. Carson.
There is no possib\~;~ippetition.
. . . . ·. ·
. ·
T4is I00ks Ii~~ ~itt;. fine Italian hand of a . short-haired
ward heeler. I;nQo~r:~ssional circl~ it is copoquiallyknown
as a "joker"~poft.~~1y because it is an unusual card in the
deck\ Anyway Mr/~~t:~lt+yed it and won.· the "trick".
They raise .a hli~,;¢tf0t)"q,f peanu,ts_ in Virginia where they
call .them "goobers't .~nd evid~ntly. the industry is confagious; Mt. H~y is in'"9'Ui-' humble judgment the prize !'pea·
nut politician?.· ·rr4ey ,make "peanut butter", too, and Mr:.
Hay is p-retty "swooth1\ •.•
When a inah c{liliJ'Jffu.my" a job like this through Congress in a bill. putportl:ng to produce military prepar_edness
he is some "pork I)$ie~r''-raw but efficient ~n his chosen ·.
· -3t-·
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vocation. It almost reaches' the dignity of a city alderma~'s
'graftjn getting a stl'eet cleaner a job. · .: .· .
·
But we want to b¢ fair to Virginia."' One of their papers
. called it a "monu1nental piece of chic~~~".; another said
the "dause was (lrawn obviously and sh~mel~sly tomake a
' job for J1:1dge Carson". So they ar~ri:t,~l'of ~he '"peanut".
variety in Virginia... Frankly, we thi~.. )1)\ Hay is an ,ex-.
ception to the 'typical high-minded Vit~\8, gentleman.
.
He is entitled to be retired on his ~~1packing proficiency
and his peanut J?roductivity. "Por:tr-p~~µg" in Congress i~
quite an industry anyway·and of coµr~Jt was a petty jobwhich really .adds to its meanness if
a,(jdition is possible.
-
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'.llflND CRIPPLE
',I'.,

r?r:c':.' :_ / '.,

;1)/ieroines are not celebrated in song and
A ..{;;J1l$Ibig.
::.~~ like Florence
Nightingale and Grace.
This one must _be nameless, but·

· ,,,si.ttls

},
-J"'

t
· ;'~

real. . With her beautiful .sightless
'1'£_~yes tu,rned toward us she made us promise
:: . :~ecy,.::.--or no story. We gave our word
>'t~it/11*~e's the story. . .•. ·
<\ ~~~e~·niany hundred miles from hqme.
. ; :.-1.;~ 1~ ~ d.in:Qer µme. .Caf~s were all alike
long 1:1.~ our bare interior was
unnpholstered. W~ .~t¢red on~, glanced over th~ robbers'
schedule and ordere(l·Jt;he upholstery. We were a little early.
. The m:usi<;ians'<st,~<l,,,ltfis vacant. ·. We had just imbibed our
modest appetizer. ,atrons were arriving. As we looked up;
the musicians hoft<in view-only three, the "drum," th.e .
violinist and th~ pi~nist.l The pianist riveted our attention,

t,~f'!~\~

/
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. She was a cripple, but she glided gracefull_y bf the aid· of
a crutch. She walked with an assured. air, ascended the
slightly raised rostrum, placed her .crutch at her feet and
seated herself at tll~::piano. The viqUnist gave a preliminary tap ahd the xn:q$lc started.
' '
'
Som,ethin~, we could not tell just what, c~u.sed us to glance
agaiuat the pianist. There .was somithin~cpeculiar about
her...• She seemed different somehow.< !hen we discovered
'it.. Her eyes were like yours, like mine, '6d$.the eyelids never
f.ell. Her eyes were beautiful~but Ai~t~ss.
·
, We dallied with· our dinner. Be,r~ .
a phenomenon.
Dancing commenced, lipplause was gett.e~.ous, encores were
frequent. . Our pianist was more Pl'3~S~ .than the most
_enthu$.iastic dancers.
She smiled' ~~ljgl\tedly, nodded
brightly and spiritedly responded. We·are not ~ musical
critic but it sounded good to us. · It.>sounded good to the
.. dancers too. It seemed Jo liave touch and go aJ)d vim and
expression and human sympathy, and twinkling feet tripped
tirelessly to its measure.
The cafe proprietor looked sort of human as he patroled
among h:fa pat;rons. Finally we caught his eye. He took a
s~at beside us, accepted one of his, own vended cigars and
· .offered, during the intermission, to present us to the blinded
;} ~ctjpple. '
' '•~hen.he d}d so she rose gracefully, Sllstained .herself by
;llerJeft hand OU her piano, turµed her sightless eyes toward
·. ,. us, ,smiled sw~tly and graciously extende~l her tight hand
, in weleo:me. · It was an artist's hand, $Jiapely, with long,

was.
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slender; S'1pple fillj¢l.'s:. The smile that greeted us. was
kindly, cheel'ful, anij:$a..ted and-I\ot seductive-gracious. It
revea,led the soul q)tin.
·.
·' ~ She told us her }lt(ie· story, simply, unaffectedly, modestly;
never dreaming·. tb.\t ,it was extraor(linary; . that was its
charm. When sk,I'.itUi but seven yeara of age,· or, as she
naively· said, disri · ·' · · · g !fiathematical <:ertainties, twentyfive years ago, a
fall had at one stroke shattered her
limb and by a b
\the head paralyzed the optic. nerve:
Science was helpl
,~here could be no repair.. Darkness
closed ~pon her
s
existence.
You, with ally '
. bs and faculties unimpaired, grouch-.
ing about some·:
:grievance, stop a moment and take ··
stock. This girl··
~ blind and crippled, r-0se. superior .to
this doubled •
God. knows, one would discourage .•
nld not daunt her indomitable spirit.
Within her sle ..
ody burned an . unquem;ha,ble flame.
Slowly, painful!~t~ear, by ·touch, by the Braille system,
by practice, by ~~erance-and by all these over a term
of years-:she ~~:.a;JJ10St creditable .pianist. She claimed ·.
no genius but th~.,;··· ·~s,of hard work. Sometimes-very
rarely, she said : ,
· ·ug a new composition but once
she coutd play it ···
; but, as she laughingly said, she
was no "Blind . Tn. ,. , :+:> .. e .bad to. earn her proficiency by
tedious toil. . She. ~~- spoke 1;>f herself as "blind" ; she
spoke of the rest;~
·orld as "seeing people." She never
spoke of herself.\> · ...•.... ·. pled; she smilingly mentioned the
disadvantage of ~~Pff!ng her way about with her crutch."

e~r ,

:--1;·•
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The glocy of 'the sun, the star-set heayens, the· delicate
shades and harmonies of colors, the brilliant ":flowers, the
sparkling waters, -the .faces of loved o:nes-all the myriad
beauties and splendors of this wonderful ,world-were forevel' sealed to her ·$ightless eyes. She liv~d i_n a land of ·
dreams. Yet she remembered colors, she co~bined them with /
her sightless im~ation, she repea~)~e spectrum-the
old v-i-b-g-y-o~r of school days-violet, b1digo, blue, green,
yellow: orange and red. She combinedt}leseln . all possi~le
shades, tints, hues and combinations as.only an imaginative
woman could. She. combined color
odor; she spoke of
the vivid geranium and its pungent perfume, of the old
fashioned pink m,th its spicy flavor, of the modest violet and
. it.B faint sweetness, of the pink and white trailing arbutus
with its woodland. s~nt. She knew these :flowers and· many
others byperfumes.toodelicate and.evanescent for us "seein~
peopl~'' to recognize.
.
.
. '
· She knew and spoke of the city's noises, the trolley clangor,
the motor horn,. the purr of the automobile, the thud of the
motor truc;ks, the clang of the .ambulances, and the growing rarity of horses' hoofs-she' said she missed their steady
beat. · She knew her way about her modest .home. She
dressed herself and dressed her hair-and dressed it becomingly, too-witho~t assistance.
_
. All these things she told as naively, as unconstrainedly and
as naturally as a child, not proudly, not boastfully, not
vaingloriously. It wa·§ part of her daily routine, picked out,
assimilated, appropriated, as part of the necessities of the

and

)

'

.

'
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situation.· She knew . ~er way about the city perfectly; she
. knew the streets, slie knew the stores, the corners, the intersections, the arteri~ 9f travel.
In ··au her ·crippl'1-,~linded life she had just one luxury.
· She spoke of it ~Q~nedly and showed it reluctantly,
rather apologizing ''f\)r:; its extravagance..· ·She had a watch
. t which chimed th~ · ~ She "liked to know the time. with-.
out asking." "SOIIl~es," she said, "the nights seem long."
· . And she had a .vt¢vance. This poor, blinded, crlppled
being out of all h~\~ of deprivations had one grievance
--,-;.just one. It w~.:th~'jitne,s. Before the jitneys came she·
could go about--blinf a;nd crippled she could make her ·way
certainly and sa~~~t,u.t she said there were so many jitneys ~
now that she had W>have some one go about with her.
Blinded to _the.~11ties of this beautiful world, toilfo.g
like a galley slave'at lier daily practice and her nightly .task,
handicapped by blindness and lameness, she ltad one. luxury
-a chimin~ mttch. And her tender heart had one very mild
grievance:--,,too. roany jitneys.
· ..
. We have listen~d--toman;r.worse sermons, mouthed out by
pompous paid pulpitee:es, than this little grey-clad blinded
cripple preached to us in telling her artless s.tory. When·
we bade her good bye we did it with more deference than
we would have yielded to any queen. She was better than'
any queen. She had suffered, toiled, labored cheerfully and
uncomplainingly-and triumphed. We admit that we a~e
an admiring subject and we know of no earthly queen her
equal.
-37-
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A ''SIGNAL VICTOlY'' FOR
THE MEDICS
•
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:GAIN it becomes our dllity to. apply the lash
to the Me<licaL.A.ssodation, ,Jmt the hides of
its members, or rather of its officers, are
so calloused •and their souls so shriveled
•· that there is about as much satisfaction in
it a.a in_ beating a tired horse. However,
we will ,never tire of administering rebuke
,to such a soulless and inhumane combination as the association of pill peddlers
· which is found in various localities.
It was only ·a few days ago that our attention was attracted by an 'article in the Los .A.ngele\i Times which told of
. th~ persecution of a poor, harmleSS: Porto :Rican "miracle
healer," the result of which was considered· by the California
M~ical Board as: a "signal victory."·
This '!~nderful victory consisted of the conviction of the
"-38-
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poor fell~w for "prae'ticing medicine without a license" when
he u. sed no medicin~ at all. The persecuted subject of this
attack by the medfosJH/Armando Dominguezt who made such
a wonderful recori;{Jt miracle healing in_ the United States,"
Mexico, . Porto Ri.
'd the Philippines .that his fame has
spread over th~ cf
,. world, through articlesJn the magazines and genera.I
Armando Domi
has actually caused the blind to see
and the lame to ·'\Vi
~irig no medicines and never charging
a fee, yet the laws
s grand and glorious country authorize and .empower
edical grafters to arrest' him and to
jail him because
elping those whom they were l).llhble
to do anything fo
'.reminds one of the "lowly Nazarene''
who was arreste'
' ap.d crucified by the' rabble because
they could not 1f
nd him, and because he went about ·
doing good, arii\
g miracles among t4e poor cla~es
with9ut price. ·
·· · ,
. .· · <
· •·
·
In June, ''19:l;
iracle man" was arrested .in Chino,
California, for ·.
:without a licen~e and was tried by_
a jury. in the S':
.urt at San B~ardino. /Notwithstanding the fat£
·''l!'ecords showed .and the· defendant
admitted that he
JtteJicense, the defense introduced
evi_dence showin~·
li:ad cured the blind and made the
lame to walk, and.
returned a verdict of "not g1,1ilty,"
holding that he Ji.
·ne license which was manifest and
inalienable/'
,J0 .. .
.
~ecure in his
~"rtght," the Porto Rican healer continued to practiee,~iig the dark-skinned, laborers of San
1
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Bernand.mo county without further molestation for practically ~.year: He finally went over into .tos Angeles County,
and abortionists and high~priced grafters of the medical pro:
fession· arrested him and again dragged.hfm··before.the court.
Knowing th.at he was n,p against it no matter what kind of ..
a showing he made/ the poor fellow decided to change his
plea from not guilty to guilty and take his fu.edicine as doped
up 'by the medical profession. Judge Will-is then sentenced
him to, six months in the county jail, 1:>nt suspended s~tence
upon his promise to quit practicing.
This case has caused a storm of indignation, as. well as
did the first arrest, and the papers of Oalifornia have carried
many columns commenging the "miracle man" and editorially
condemning the action of the medical bo.ard.
.The feeling in Sau Bern:;irdino county
int'3nse during
the previous trial' :,tnd sensat1onal scenes were enacted in the
Superior Court'when witness Mter. witness took the stand
' and testified .in favor of the persecuted man. When the
wife 'of a Mexican laborer took the stand her four-year-old
Jose sat iri her la.p' and gazed at judge and jury through eyes
which the mother swore had been sightless for three years.
before Domingue~ saw him.· A little :two-ye;1.r-old girl was
al~ on exhibit and according to witnesses had been blind
the :first eighteen months of her life, notwithstanding medical
· treatment from a score or more of eye specialists. After
more .of the same testimony regarding other patients, the
"
judge practically instructed the jury to bring in a verdict
· ot "not guilty".
·
.·
· '

.was
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]n the name of ·.$~(f~ring humanity, .why. is it that su~h
a, w~apon for wrq~f:loing is placed ·in. the hands of the,
medical men of ihi~~.~u11try, and why 1s it that they are
so heartless as to -~/.~vantage of this Pf>w:er by inisdirecting Jt, thereby . d ~ g the many sufferers of the last. and
only hop~ which: ,,, ·· '·. y ha:ve for being healed? It.can:~10t
be denied that
',a heaven-born power, given an occa:
sional person o:p;
····' h, and the hand which is raised
against the Good
·tan who does his :WOilderful DllSSion
without compe
· a,s bad as the hand which strangles
the infant in em·
lit the hand which performs one of
these crimes is ,
· ,hand which commits the other, .
. yet they hide b
:mantle of the medical profession
and with the s ., .
:tn of the law, proceed with their
· crimes and theilr :.< ..•....... le work, preventing ,the carryip.g
out of the diviJ;l.e·~l~.~ ¢ach case. And all the while they
point with pri~''tift)~,elaim 'as honorable, professional
men, and wall<rwt}jit:;tlie .wealth of ' their graft-producing
chicanery.
·}/;<:r·.:r . ',
.
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JACK- LONDON
.------. ND so the Great Call has come to Jack

London, the ,author! . They scattered his
mortal ashes the other day in the Valley
of the Moon, in his .beloved California.
What a puny thing is _Death-the King of
Terrors-if the grim visaged spectre imagines for one flickering monient that the
real Jack . London is destroyed. As the
pjne springs naturally to the su11 so did
,
'the soul of Jack Lom:lon spring to the .
field of greater adventure.
·
· We mourn him, of course, for death.has made him invisible
to h.uman senses; but that Jack London 'could die is to insult
the eternality of- good deeds, brave act~ and loyal purposes.
Jack London blithely surmounted too many human obstacle~ to be. balked or -terrified tiy 'the. hand of death. He
-42-.-
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went to the Great B~Ji~nd smiling and unafraid. Unfettered
now by the p!tysic~iAA';tidfoaps which seemed always his, he·
soars the heights, . '~f<'writer we have ever known was so
steadfast and trui ,. · high ideals.
No writer. y-et '
. /1>-as fought his way to fame and
fortune through
lb~rniers. 'The millstones that Jack
London wore abou_
lieek only inspired him -to go higher
and higher.
.
·
/-;~
No place but thtr:
·iould produce his kind. The east
may pr9duce the
p9ets and the Jong-haired vers libre
bards btrt-it took '
,n:west to produce the virile type
that stamped Jaclt~. · ·. ·.
ffe wasalone in his cabin when
disease racked h,tsr::b~-,'a,rid tilled.it with the poison that
sent his .soul to th~ be~glttsi ._. -·· . . ·.· ·. ). _ ., . .
._ · - . ·
He was the tr~: advtmtnr~r... _Thl! -'~all· of the. Wild" was
as much in his blood as it w3; in the i.'emarkable story he .
wrote b_y the '.SQrpe name._ The unrestJ)f the pioneer spint
of his a11c~swrs taught him to seek adve~.ture .as a salmon
fisher,·as.~n oyster pirate, a fish patrolman, a longshorem_gn
and many other things. He shipped before t1:uf mast with IJ1en
who had hair on their chests and who drank plentiful portions
of rum to forget their tired bodies. He .tramped all over
the United States and Canada. He knew the east; he knew
the west; he knew the north, aml the SO\lth. The. wlde
world was his haven-~· Yet his ego was never swollen. He
knew the inside of. a jail as well as he knew the inside of ·
Milady's palace. · 'l'here-were_··very few nooks and cran.ni~s_
'

.
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. of ·t11;s old eai;th· that have not b~n ma.de happier by his_
presence.
. .·. .
- .·;
· . London loved the
folk. He was at home with a· dock~
walloper, if his
was true, just as mU:.eh' as he was at
- home with the gtea,teditor in the Fifth Avtmueclub. Poverty
t~ h_im ;was a condition of_ environment .and not a ·disgr~ce, -. ·
•and to:help a 1:)lan ,ris'e above his environment was the thing
~ which he had his greatestjoy.
_
_· He knew what.tramping WatJ, and. he knew what it was to··
be hungry and unsheltered. He _had an uncompromtsing · ·
ha.4'~d ·for shams, but there beat in his bosom a warm andgen~rons heart· for the world-· at 18.l'ge, _and .no ..man_ was·
a m~re devoted friend to the needy.... No 9ne was ever
turned ~wa1 from his ranch. The serv~nts, had, explicit in~
. structionif to 'feed every man. no' matter :how often he came.
( ·. '. He lo'!,ed, the horses and-the dogs, and was sensitive to .
the sufferings of :animals. Be knocked· a-man senseless in a
• mining- camp once for cutJi,n.g a: stray, whining do~. The
golden California sunlight falling aslant the big xedwoods
, on his big estate in the Sonoma 'valley reveals a picture of
· woe today. · The footlaUs of the faithful servants are hushed
· and the spirited horses paw the ear~ •and look expectantly for
· their master. The dogs whimper and ,tremble for t1!_e voice
that is stilled.
.
.
- . -.-• .Jack:London kne~ well that life was a;gawe, and he played
'. it fairly to tJ\e mortai end. It was his;~I'J' that the king;
' .dom Qf Hea,v;en is here and now' if we but WP the oppor' -tunities. He had the faith to know-n6t merely to believ~ ·
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that the Power th
us happiness on earth can 1easily' .
take care of our fu
d so he snapped his fingers at the
fates and conventf
:went merrily on his way.
For years Jack•:
·:w-rote without the slightest recognition. He did n
hat an editor looked like. But
he never lost his ··
~ - •He saw abject poverty in
·his life, ·and he sa
ii~th,;wi.th the.same cheery heart.
· He wenf tQ th
,~ce through :drink but he came
back to the top
. ·. .,.m,a11; and'a :finer friend .. His
· sympathies were
:t~pse whoJ1ad strayed from the
path, and his hand
ays ()"Q.t to'lead them
on to greater
>and better things.
His story of "Jo
'~~p'n,'' vividly po;trays his heroic
wrestle with the ·~
.:
bow ·he ma$tered the unquenchable thirst..
.:.·.• .·
soul. rt. ~ay be that
his dallying wi~
; that cheers and .in~briates shortened his days on>
11-t, he ,WQll ~e· grea.test victory of
a11, tor he foarnM,,,, .. ·~~~v ~hat he was cap~ of nis unconquerable sou};: '.Si: ···
He was a h.uma.:n·
~fthe way· th.rough. He had his .
love affairs, like all,~
first marriage was not a happy
one, and divorce c
. \he married again.,...-but always he
took the blame.
'''ond wife was his golden-haired
"Little Lady of th~}
'Ji:fouse" and his pal on worldwide
trips of adventure.';/
·:many years ago she dropped her-•' embroidery rwhen.·
boyish husband proposed a trip
· around the world· llli?,.:<torty-foot y~cht. She was always
ready to leave hel.' bA11\ttiful home and go swinging through
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the mountains on a wild gypsying holid~y. It was a most
splendid comrad~hip between them that· .eame to a sudden
breaking-off-not to an end, if you please. · And now, in the.
house, sits the yming widow, sobbing aloudfor her god-man!
· Lond'on~~ recent'b<:>ok, "The Little Lady·9fthe Big House,"
was a faithful picture of their life on the ranch in California.··
, The complication of the ''other man" w~9f course, brought·
in merely for story-te1Iing purposes, to. gi:re the plot the
proper dramatic punch; for Jack L9n,d~Rnd his "little lady"
have always been pals, and not a sha~QW ever came between
them.,
. .
. .
. . ·.··
. Jack London was a boy to the end.. He loved to swing
through.thegreat forests and.chop .down<tlJ.etrees.. He loved
th.e smell of the earth, th-e .song oft.he birds and the echo of
the hills. a:e loved all out-0f-d-oors, and .it was fitting that
his ashes shou:ld now be swir\ing aboutthrough the deep
forests. -.The mountains called to .him as' well as the lakes
a:i;id the· billowy seas. The bjrds on the wing thrilled him.
His heart was attuned always to nature. ..
, ·
And to be attuned to nature. is to be attuned to Heaven.
There is a happy thought in the fact that we will always have
Jack London with us in his·writings. And they reveal his
E..OUl. ·
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'~l{~.i:ijtntt:4~~~-~'1· puffing ·soei-

'}\v\<ii~ake.11,p tlte·upper frills of
• · · · .......... ,'.'_~eiej;Y,,~fcellOW f~~g a situation
'th~! '!Otil(i Wr'ill~ :9rl11Y tears ·frolll a :wax .
· . n~rt'.;>f Sittihg B11lL ·. For S0Dle time· they
)ave l:)een bending their knees,. ·gushing
their eulogies, and pl'ifaping aµcfputt(pring .
to the Dlost hated of 'Ji.II the spec,ies-a
Loan Shark. The serpent they nllrsed in ·
their bosom has turned on his b.elly and
bitten them right smack in the breastworks. 'Tis a'.sorrowful
tale, my la,ds, so gather. 'round the mizzen-deck..
Not so very long ago there flashed across· tl1e .Windy Qity's
social horizon a social Jight of peculiar- effulgence. Re h!id
all the earmarks. of class'. .His nallle was Fraµk ·Jay ¥acJ.foy ·
and although it was not a name that was parted in the
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middle, it had a snap. He was a: noted sportsman, a Cele-.
brated polo player and mixed up with nobility ;u1d royalty.
His late· wife was. w~comed into society in New York,
Chicago and Lon(ion and he created a sensation abroad by .
· entertaining'. . Then the palpitating ne~s qurst like a bomb
in. the midst of Chicago society, that Frank Jay was the ·
manager of a ebb.in of loan shark agencies owned by his
aged and obsc,ure mother. ·
Mackey was alwayl!I up at the .top of •the column next to
pure reading matter in the Chicago· newspapers and whatever he did just put the society chroniclers in flutter. ,,. · · In society .that has the art' of being miserable a la mode,
Mackey was the truly fair-haired boy. Now ,that 11,iE! true
status has .been established, however, the spci:ety tea,hounds
. are sixnp1y··4azed_by the .revelations.. · What will people ~my?
The disclosure, whieh 1:tas set the upper~crust by the ears,
was provoked, as it were, by the efforts o~ ~he Chicago Mortgage Loan Company-one of the agencies-to collect $345
from a man to whom $100 had been advanced. Think of .
forcing a hardworking man to pay $245 interest on a loan of
f100 ! With the proceeds of this thievery~for it is nothing
· else-anti countless similar thefts, Mackey wallowed in pink
tea and b~ught perfumed cigarettes for the cackling syco.pharits who worshipped at his shrine.
·
·
The oppressed victim in this case was ~obert Hutcherson,
,a II1an of family, who found himself unable tQ pay the Shylocks aud filed a.petition in bankruptcy after his salary had
been garn~heecL The hearing of the ease was held btfore
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Judge Kenesaw Mou,~.Landi1:1 who tried to nick John Dee
for· a large slice o:f ~f:@}g()tteri .gains. '
.
.. The manager of/
·· p: shark agency admitted that he
got $12,000 a yea,:
' It SQ astounded his honor that
he gasped: "Gra~
·lte ',had 'been sQIDe place else besides the courtroo
)lprobably have shouted "Relandamnation !"
"Who is behin~•i
·,,>~Y?''.he'asked.
"Mrs. 0. M. F1.:
~·~ ej.gh,ty )rears old and Iive11 in
Reedburgh, Wis_. ;
,otesare.payalHe.to her. She owns
nearly seventy loa
)'.ill an par,ts ,of the country, and
she put up $100,06,
'4neehafo of agencies."
"Who iooks a ,. '
~~$ts?f · ·
·
"Frank ·J. Mac
•son.",, , ·. · ,
.
.And thus werlm~(l;t(f11jj~ $piUe(l,,afI. over ·the Windy City.
Society read the
aiid there was a collective
shiver up and dowl):f.tlte ~peiai ~pinal column that made the
buck ague feel l~~·~·;pijny tlting·indeed. For. some time
columns and coh\~~:·~{inteHectual bilge water had been
written in Ohieago'~~~~per~ about. the sleek society bud,
Frank J. Mackey. ·c,~o.;~f~011rse when society read that he
was a bud with a f#~1,:eut-worm in the center, it dropped
him like a monkey(~~'Jh.e heated coin. ·
However, the ineii;J"~t shows plainly how easy it is to
break into high J$(}(!}~t;{ilyou have the money and t4e inclin:
ation. Mackey \Vefitto London in 1902 and by assiduous
cultivation succ~eded:ln.breaking the social barriers. He was
greeted u a new 4,JD~ean multi-millionaire and ~t wa1 not
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· ·long, with his lavish expenditures, before he became a promi. neut tigure in the American· colony abroad.
It must make- our great American dailies feel foolish to be
so badly buncoed. They have printed picture after picture o.f
· Mackey and the Chicago papers out-toadied all Toadydom
in palavering to him. They infonn.ed the world what color
of socks he wore, how he buttoned his ct:rawers, the part of
his hair and the length of his feet just as though he might
be a valuable slave being bartel"ed off the block for breeding
purposes. · But 11.fter all, society likes to be J:i.umbugged. It
relieves the ennui with which they are •surfeited.
But we hope that Mackey will not get out of his scrape with
such mild punishment as being dropped by_ society. A loan
· shark's proper home is playing checkers with his nose in a
two by four ceU. There is no vocation so mean as trading
on human weaknesses; ...
The loan shark ·is a ·bastard of hell who filches from the
sweat of the toiler. He works behind a maze of intricacies
that bewilder the ignorant, and grinds out the dollars with his
heel upon their necks. A more despica.ble business cannot
be found, and pimping in comparison is almost a noble and .
grand -calling. ~
':rhe man who goes to a. loan shark generally goes because
it is the last place in the world he can go and get money.
That is why :the loan sharks thrive. They pro:ftt on the 'misery
of a fellow _being. Once he is in their clutch'es he is doomed.
They hold .the papers .he signs over his head· for life time.
And when you sign on the dotted lines to. a loan shark's office,
1
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there is no hope.. · ;wi;inight.t~ey.~lace over the portals of
their infamous de,..,ti. ·. · lvho enter here leave hope behind."
When a inan,: ~'
:':P>:fpr9mptly the loan shark will
garnishee his sa ·
:fr-cUJeS will go. A working-Dian
whose salary is.
· · · ·~',µ(great danger of being dismissed. In f~it
· ,.an(l ;fast rule in many shops
and factories t . .
Jla.ii·~ sallU'Y garnisheed he
knows he is :fir
'A<< -:·t ·, ,.
Thus many .
T~)ha~ ~aite deprived of their,
sources of reven
niita*':.ifu~ and that a man
should be eng
· ~ ~,',hlx with decent people
shows the plu .
··• ,,:j)~ieli:h~ is endowed.
Of course, the'
to tie liaid;for Mackey. He
did work and th.
.':;
~fthe people in
the high society._
.~'~,
··
a •.
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Admiral Peary···A LoudIVlouthed Bluffer
'

'

HE discovery of the North Pole has again
been gumming up the :first pages. The recent failure. of explorers to find the mysrerious Crocker Land casts a doubt upon
th~ whole nasty business-shadowed as it
was with·· treachery, disloyal,ty and even
dark hints of murder. It has always been
our opinion: that Admiral Peary was a blus~
tering, loud-mouthed egotist. He had a
. drag with the "arm chair" scientists,
cloaked Jby the government, and they rode rough-shod over
the proof and data furnished them by Dr. F. A. Cook.
Cook, whether he found the pole or not, :was the victim
of a damnable conspiracy and any close observel;" of the situation wiU believe that ,he was more entitled to the honors
than Peary.· But he was instead dishonored, heckled and is
-52-
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now considered oii~.~~;:;pii'lll~ famous of the world's im•
postors.
. . . •.?:!"?' \\ ,. .·<; .' . · •
, Cc:mgresa has O, . .··
" ··. - ~ Pea~y as the discoverer ·
?f !he North ..Pol
·· '.· 1 •. '~IfY .men in eo.ngress who
ms1st that hIS . .
·. ·· ·
uld. be stripped from
him; Recent dev
•. t to ~brow much doubt
on his veracity a
plorer. He is bl.atant
and will sacrifte
~lt~wtiends:' He is not
the kind of man.,
. ' ;upon a pedestal by
the Ameri~an pu
-~. confidence.
Dr. Cook on~...
~ terrific odds: ·
His fortune has
<
• -hi$ ..
of livelihood have been. <
i i!l'.1tli~)1ijyjlish machinations of the Peacy
'.,':'.··
Henry T. He .
from North
Dakota, is sa
\iii,ti·ffisc~~~f the North
Pole. As he
. . . . . . no seientitic data
furnished by Pi
'\i,:be,~Ied t~e d~overer
except his own 11 .
,, < . /c: Ill "f~~t; n~arlj'ot the
claims that have·i.
/l)J;:sll~;b.aye ~~n proven fal,re.
He is not a man ·.· · .·
;'~J; :Why then .sliould the American public take •hht
·· · ''iv()fq. tha,t he arrived ~t the
North Pole?
· '
. · .·. · · .
Going b11ck a,t.
'is fOliJ:J.d. ;tha.t Peary ·clahns to
have discovered ·
,Channel---at1 alleged ,northern
boundary of Gr~p . ~ d therefqre to· :have been first to
establish the fac~: ·. ·. . . ... l'eettland' ls an i$1and, That disfOvery alone, if ~7~ ,;~~e,' would be w:ftleieD:t no doub~ to

mean,s

f}'~i< ..
,·,:iji~ngress

all

~
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_establish for ·Peary a reputation as an explorer. But it has
.been proved by explorations subsequent to his ,that no such
channel exists. If he lied about one discovery-there is rea.
son.to believe that he·would lie abou.t a distovery that would
mean more to him than anything else.
··
Peary proved a traitor with many of hi$' people. In fact
Cook has charged that the explorer has ~ ,bastard child by
an Esquimaux woman and that he deserted )ler. Peary. has
never refut,ed this charge except to snoi'.t{~md say it was a
"damn lie." Ruining ignorant Esquimall.X women, and leav•
ing them with half-breed children, is)t;bout the most contemptible of all things and especially\is this so when, it is "
~·· dqne, as. charged, by a ma.ii who, was sp;pposed .to represent
the United States.
. .
"
. .·
Riglit now the Navy Department charts of the Arctic show,
to ·the northwest of Grant Land, an undefined. land-mass
marked Crocker Land, whieh Peary claims to have discovered
in 1906. To geographers, Crocker Land offered an obvious
and t;empting invitation; and accordingly, in 1913, an expedition was sen,t out by the American Museum of Natural His·
tory to explore it. The expedition got back not long ago with
the report that "there was no such place." The site of the ·
alleged. Crocker Land was wholly occupied by a broad expanse qJ. Polar Sea. So Crocker Land, like other _Peary discoveries, must vanish from the Govermnent
other maps.
:P;e~ is determined that no one shall diS,~over anything
lint himself. Had he lived in the days of Christopher Colum-

and
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bus no doubt he ~()tl,ltflia:te taken the hono~s-or tried tof,or the discovery.o:lA·r#:ette~;
Here is .a case ~; hit<)n l900 Captain Otto Sverdrup,
a trustworthy ·~. .
·}~wlorer, discovered a big island
off the coast of G
~bj<!hhe mapped.under the name
of Axel Heilbe
· Jeg~ently Peary declared that
he had "seen it
·~. eailler and gave it the name
of Jesup Land.
~ili:,ji{th~t way on our Government maps. P .
· k, "N'.~t t~e.Pole''-,get that
title!-published ·
·.. tnl.Y:8 that in July, .1898, he saw
this land mass "f
~,Jl~lta~ ~l~m:ere Land icecap."
This statem~n-f
::: ·}~liite rel)!,r'kable for· on another
page of the same..
~ ;~:'Q)tt,t he. spen,t all the time from
July 4 to August
·~~,'t~,.~~a~ngthetrip from ~ew
York to Cape Yo,,. ,}
~}ffl~tti,tg,walrus'' and assei:nbhng.
his party of natrf
the'~ca:te ·neighborhood of the
latter place. . If,J . ·.......... · ·.·. ·
ts true he is certainly
an annihilatoP oi;;;.~~: ~~ .was ·.mJnuJtaneously ip. two
places, separated ·.~i!,l~f~el,t. of;ber by sever;µ hundred miles.
Even though gi~-.~~;~rnatural nsi~, he could hardly
have seen Axel tfei.. · JLaJtd (alias Jesup Land). ·
Peary has bro .. .
. nothing from the far north to convince the A:meri
tht he wu at the Pele. Ilia scien- tific proof is lac
•... respects. . Coupled with the fact
that he has made;
. ./false statements and his veracity has
often been shat ;
thinking man. cannot help but believe that there i$'..
;,1ineh to doµbt about hi8 claims of <WI·
. covering the Notllt:}~"
·

>
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Despite our boasted culture and prattle anent freedom of
thought, the majority of ·us are narrow-brained bigots and
Peary in his be-damned attitude has forced his discovery
down the. throats ·of the people. He stalks about as a. hero,
snapping at reporters who ask him questions about Cook and.
villifying his fellow-explorer on every occasion. Cook was
good enough ~t one time to be selected for,one of the Peary
. expeditions and was afterward praised.
·
Contrast the statements of the two men after they came
back to civilization from the north. When Peary was told
that Cook said he'had reached the Pole he immediately
blurted out that Cook was adamned liar, ~ut when Cook
was told that Peary had found the same spot· he seemed
plea~<l ind remarked that there Was hon,or enough for all .
. As a matter of fact, Cook had no idea that the American
public would take his claim of discovering the North Pole
with such a fanfare of trumpets. He thought only.scientific
folk woutd be· interested. He was almost paralyzed by the
receptions that he received which wound up by a J\rince rushing up and kissing him.
Of course .he capitalized the claims of his discove.1,'y. Why
shouldn't he? Any man who ha·s suffered as one must suffer
through the long Arctic winters is entitled to some of the
world',s goods. There is no record of Cook being unfaithful
to his wife. The Arctic residents will tell c,f their fear of
Peary and his abuse of them and his treachery, but they do
not say these things of Cook. And after· an; a contrast of
the twe men ia a pretty good way. to Jize up .the situation.
i-H-
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We hold no· brief for Cook. He may be a monumental liar
and a charlatan-but of the two reputed discoverers we much
prefer him.
.
It is up to Congress to sift this whole Polar question. Not
that it matters much if there is a North Pole or if there isn't,
but up to date the Polar question smells to high Heaven with
downright perfidy and treacAery.
If Peary has Iied-he.·deserves to be stripped of his medals
and his uniform and 'booted out of the government's employ.
If Cook has lied-he' deserves public contempt. But he
doesn't deserve to be treated as rhe has been treated just because this shouting:explorer happens to have a pull with the
government at Washington.
·
Last January; .while in Copenhagen, we spent several
eve{!ings with Doetor Cook. He was then returning from a
trip to Borneo, anq .was on his way home to America. The
least that can be said _of Doctor Cook is that he is a gentleman and a scholar., ~nd a delightfully interesting personage.
He is entitled to better than he has received at the. hands of
his fellow Americans.
1
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Ttf REFORMED· PROSTIT()TE
~,,;,,

'

'

HAT a wo;nan -who has spent her life, in
whoredom and all the· wickedness which
goes wit:ti it, ' and who., has been so thor' oughly steeped· ;in sin and crime that there
· was nothing· new in the catalogue to her,
should repent and spend the balance of
her days in trying to undo, as best she
.could, the many wrongs committed--0r
rather, ·to compensate humanity for her
wrorigs against it-is rare and_ worthy of
mention. But such is the case of Mary Goode, alias Mary
Bell, a notorious prostitute in New York City.
, '~fary onee ·was a handsome,. innocent young girl, but born
~ith a passion abnormal-:-just the kind that sends girls to
. ~ell. Sbe soon found a sweetheart. who trltted ·with her, and
.. after
had seduced her
forsaken 'Jier, the ijtinging

he

'

and
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realization of her sllame chilled her1 heart and she turned out ~upon the world to ~ vengea;nee upon her own sex as well
as against melk . · . · .· · . . · . ·
·
Mary was .a bad 11.ctoi. from .the beginning;. sh~ was a
thorough prostitu~J~titf .practiced every branch of the profession until she kn~wJbe}game in all its·details. NQJie could
put anY.thingover<)tf~(~•. ShealS9had business ability and
after a few years' j~~j~'ii.ce in. tM·. rote
rolling ilnd other
things which go wi~1ffi~lifeQf a scarlet woman, she got into
business for herself;~_?.()pened a. ro<>kery or hookery which
soon became one o(~\most notorious in all New York City.
Mary Goode d~f:~ti(onlJ..in.•the wares of sex but~ became a procuressi)(ifihe wi~estJdnd and. trafficked in the
bodies of girls as (~ler :wi>i~d)n ho~es. She procured
them from the S~U!lt·tro:m. ho~and cafes, or wherever she
could. She taughti;heuttheartotsu~c~sful prostitution and.·
passed them out af~'.sn1reh;per head. She could Pr"?Cure any
kind of an article' ~ted.>She always g.ot the price. She
went after big game.~d g9t it. She bought her way into the
police department,wlii«$k;was the open sesame to every avenue
of crime with all tl{cf :j1rotection necessary -to Q1ake her business a success. -He:r]ield of operations was unlimited and the
scope of her busineu l}roadened. SJ;ie yot only dealt in pros~
titution and per.version ..and white slavery but slie dealt in lives, for such a,lifeeonrse as Mary Goode was leading could
not avoid it. A ~ f u -of gold flowed into Mary's stockings
-metaphorically. speaking, of course,..:.'...but it meant the

of
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bodies, lives, health, reputation and· BOuls of thousand& who
were sacri:fied, for these were Mary's s.tocfin trade.
But one day something• happened which changed, Mary's
whole life. With all her power; money and control she could
not withstand the tide of events :which brought her undoing.
The-crooks of New York City got to figllting among'them- ·
selves, and Mary was· caught in the drag·:n,et. Sh·e created a
tremendous sensation by telling ,the court ab,out her arrangement!J with the police department and.the amounts she paid
' for protection. This followed the Rosentli~l murder; and all
that went with it., Then she went out of business and quit
the iife ,of a. harlot and a madame. She repented _tor the life
of wickedn~ which she had led, and dete),'mined to do what
she could to help the very class of people whom she had spent
a lifetime in creating. She went about doing what ~~ could
to induce them to quit their habfts, and trying';.to get the
women into other lines of work. .She spent her 6wn money .
in this endeavor. She disappeared from tlle·active field of
sex traffic and changed her name to Mary 13.eU. She assisted
churchmen and rescue-workers and went about the slums
doing all in her power to assist bad gi~ls in leading better
lives, andin preventing loose girls from going entirely to the
bad. It was not generally known that the good Mary Bell was
the same person as the bad Mary Goode-for she did what she
could to hide her identity.
A short time ago Mary died, and then her identity was
revealed to those who so unsusp~ctingly worked with her,
and now sociologists are split on the question of voting Mary
-60-
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a halo. Some say she Jthould have. one for the manner in
which she quit the wick~. li(e; a'id worked-'for the good of
others in her later life. Otlietiha.y-she did so much harm in
her wicked days that s.he deeerve1fno halo JJ:OW, and that
if she secured any ·pI•f'.e: jn the. doing of good she ought
to be satisfied. with-that~lihich\hardly seems fair.
But Mary lived her,<>Wl!lite. · She·was a bad citizen, and
the world would 1»r°'~~ly· have·~.·· :i,etter' off had she
never been born, fOJf sb:~ C-~~t SQ JDJaJl'Y' SQU}S to hell and
crucified so many· boij~ .before tb.e god of lust., caused. so
much misery and so)nueh crime that ,it would take several
lifetimes for her to atoru(foi,:it.aU.. Ho:wever, we are going.
to giye Mary credit for (loing alJ she c~uld even if she did
get a late start. .Ap.d if tb:ere,f.lt.:8.Aything t.o the teachings
of the Go:od Book, :\tthe,doet~,t)f r:epentance and forgive. ness holds water, tb,~'M:ary B,elJJsJ,ntitled to a halo-at the
.hands of mortals as·wffU as from the G:reat Judge.. ,For who
'knows but that the g09d that Mary Bell ·attempted to do, in
atonement for her m~ysins may not continue to grow, that
others who may
J,een ·saved from a life of shll-me
through her efforts may llf:mula:te her good example and that
the world in the end may·be better because Mary Bell lived
in it.
· ···
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AND ONE END TO ALL

I .

NEWS item.from San Francisco caught our·
eye and set us to thinking .orr the fate of the
political "boss." Charles Gildea, once San
Francisco's most influential political boss,
appeared in court the other day destitute
and crippled. In his palmy days and in
conjunction with blind. Chris Buckley he
ruled local politics and dwelt in splendor.
Now "none are so poor as .to do him reverence."
. Then a few "bosses" and their fates occurred· to us. Bo·ss
·. 'lli!eed of New York, .McLaughlin .of Brooklyn, Buckley of
·san Francisco, Ames of Minneapolis, Gox of Cincinnati, Lori:tner of Chicago, Ruef. of San .Francisco flitted across the
strings of memory. And there are others. But these are
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enough. There musf~~~-Jf< :,,+,.:: : ijt..the. ''bossing'' Jusi·
nesii' which isn't h~l'1filC,~ .· ...... · ,.:· :tp pursue it.. Rising· in rocket-like sptei~r/ tll- efiicb.·tan: t.Q_ earth· with a
sickening thud. . . :\:,<< 1:t/;'.:,}}'{:-):
Of course, theret:+\ir,~~!l~!!~}•iJ•:iibo'.llt·enou~ to prove
the rule. ··"Boss'':: .
.·}~:,~J;..k~.~qnlt w~ the. "quit- ting was good" V
• : - . ~ , ·: - · _.·
·.
Some Nem~is . •
·· ,: · ·,
F~lV di~, .or.·
for that matter c·
:,Jwi.'14'.l.-o:t .plenty. Perhaps "there's a',
·"-w1t~·11.,:4~p in- the eternalframe of things.';
. . . ·. :,·'.'that ffie trade ~'of get~
ting tl9mething·f<J:
~:~oature cannot
manently thrive.)
. :k,Q thrive.' When· a.man
draws on the p'tt
·,i· tt't\ch. a:bUl of lading
showing that ''t
pimies it. Sooner or
later these "h~t .
,. ~test. :The drawee,. the
mulcted public,_·
.., .... )~~nt: If the drawer
stays in business
. ?Jie·etmses.to .''eollec~." And
when he ceases tp:
i,~:pi>wet:ftee.$, his throne crumbles, his star sets.
. s be right. "Value received_
or no payment", ·
',longrtmln•hiunan affairs, from
promissory :riot;ee
,fu~,, -Alf a ·profession,. "bossism"
is losing its attr .
. d. we are glad it ]s~ The faster
they come to gri~-tJi . · :for sound Americanism. We are·
"agin boss rule.'"
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